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A beautifully illustrated, graphic alphabet book with a fun search-and-find twist.If a picture is worth a

thousand words, whatâ€™s in a single letter? Everything in A B See!Because hidden in each

graphic letter are tiny troves of ABC treasures waiting to be found by sharp-eyed readers. Can you

find the apple, arrow, and armor in the letter A? Or the bear, banjo, and bike buried in the letter B?

Read along in this unique alphabet board book that asks audiences to A B See beyond the ABCs.
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PreSâ€”This handsome and rich abecedarian has a single alliterative line of text for each letter,

which boldly appears center stage on the page. Each uppercase letter is formed by an assemblage

of stamps, woodcuts, and marginalia showcasing words that begin with the featured letter. For

example, "Bear bounces a basketball" appears on the "B" page, which is comprised of images for

39 "B" words to identify (they are all listed at the back). This search-and-find vocabulary-builder will

provide hours of fun poring over images and possibly inspire young makers to craft assemblages of

their own.
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After renewing our library check-out of this book 5 times, my 4 year old had a melt down when we

had to return this book....so I had to buy him one. It's his favorite book; he carries it everywhere and

sleeps with it every night. Well made, solid board book.....feels WAY more expensive than it is since

many of the objects inside are raised print (which gives great tactile input for little hands). Great way

to teach them the alphabet and new vocabulary.....and even if they don't get the hang of starting

letters, it's a fantastic naming book with hundreds of objects. This is a perfect baby shower or

birthday present for a little one.....I'm definitely going to be buying more for friends!!

Great book that is fun for a range of ages. The 1-yr old can identify some of the items and feels the

texture, while the 3-yr old identifies the letters and matches the items. It will grow with them for a

long while. The only downside is that because it is so thick and durable, it is very heavy! I bought it

for a book to pore over on an airplane, but it is unreasonably heavy to stick in the 1-yr old's

backpack.

I haven't opened the book because it is a gift for my sister's baby shower. But I looked at the

preview before I purchased it and like what I saw. Very artsy...which is me and my sister...and

hopefully my new niece.

This is an absolutely beautiful book. If you are looking for a book of letters for your toddler you can

not do better than this. Each letter is illustrated with dozens of tiny pictures of objects that start with

that letter or feature that letter. Not only can your child learn the letters but have fun learning the

names of all the objects depicted inside the letters in the illustrations. I wish the illustrated letters

were available individually as wall art. They are really that beautiful. This is a must have for the



toddler library.

This is such an excellent book! I came across it at a local public library.This is one of the most

creative alphabet introduction books ever. Every sentence associated with a letter is creatively

written. In addition, it's so fun taking the time to find all the objects starting with a certain letter that

are hidden in the page.I wish this book existed for other languages.

Beautiful book for my 3-year old niece. The artwork is outstanding and I was very happy with the

quality and content.

This is such a cool and unique book! The pictures are all raised, embossed maybe is the word?

Super cute and a work of at in itself. I love it! And there are some pretty difficult things in the

pictures, some of which I wasn't even sure of! So there's a lot of learning potential for the children.

Absolutely stunning book! Something for not just the kids to enjoy, but adults too, because it's so

pretty!
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